Type 1 Ack Timer: State Diagram

- From **TIMER_OFF**, transitions to:
  - ACK-TIMER-2, ACK-TIMER-6

- From **TIMER_RUNNING**, transitions to:
  - ACK-TIMER-3, ACK-TIMER-5, ACK-TIMER-7

- From **ACK-TIMER-1**, transitions to:

- From **ACK-TIMER-4**, transitions to:

- From **ACK-TIMER-2, ACK-TIMER-6**, transitions to:

- From **ACK-TIMER-3, ACK-TIMER-5, ACK-TIMER-7**, transitions to:

- From **TIMER_OFF**, transitions to:

- From **TIMER_RUNNING**, transitions to:

- From **ACK-TIMER-1**, transitions to:

- From **ACK-TIMER-4**, transitions to: